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LOVE IT TODAY. LOVE IT FOR LIFE.

Quartex Surfaces is a premium Canadian based brand renowned for its
superior quality quartz and porcelain products. Widely recognized as
trendsetters in the world of engineered stone, with unique and bold
patterned slabs that have become a favorite among top industry
professionals across the GTA.

Since the establishment in 2015, Quartex Surfaces has been dedicated to
perfecting a cutting-edge quartz and porcelain collection. An extensive
range of over 50 colours and 6 different finishes can be tailored to fit any
design project, from modern and sleek to classic and traditional.

Our commitment to excellence has earned us a reputation as a reliable and
trusted brand in the industry, and we take pride in the exceptional quality
and craftsmanship of our products. 

Contact us today to learn more about our premium quartz and porcelain
collections or to request a quote for your next design project.

Follow us on and join our community.



Our XV.IV Umbra is a masterfully crafted grey-based slab that embodies

timeless elegance and refined beauty. Its captivating surface is adorned

with delicate and graceful white veins that meander effortlessly, creating

a harmonious dance of light and shadow. 

The subtle interplay of grey and white hues exudes a sense of

sophistication and tranquility, making it the perfect choice for those

seeking a serene and luxurious ambiance. With its impeccable

craftsmanship and understated allure, XV.IV Umbra promises to elevate

any space to new heights of elegance and style. Choose between a

polished or natural finish to customize the aesthetic appeal of XV.IV Umbra

and create a space that perfectly aligns with your design vision.
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NATURAL STONE AESTHETIC

Our porcelain resembles the look and

feel of natural marble, with none of

the hassle. Our collection contains 14

different colours with several finishes

and a wide range of patterns

available to suit any project.

ADVANTAGES

HIGHLY SCRATCH RESISTANT

Porcelain is close to being completely

indestructible. However, the material

is not impossible to scratch. We

strongly suggest not dragging any

heavy items like ceramic pots over

your porcelain surfaces and to clean

any sandy grit when spotted.

STAIN RESISTANT

No surface is 100% stain-proof but

porcelain comes very close. Being a

non-porous material, liquids are

unable to penetrate into the surface.

The rare stain is on the surface only

and easily cleaned off with soap and

warm water.

IMPACT RESISTANT

Porcelain is an extremely strong

material ideal for workspaces, home

design and high traffic atmospheres

such as hotels, shops and restaurants.

RESISTANT TO ICE & FROST

Our porcelain is ideal to use in

environments the reach below

freezing temperatures. Due to the

immense strength and absorbent

qualities of these slabs they are

impossible for snow or ice to

penetrate and crack due to the cold.

RESISTANT TO ULTRA VIOLET RAYS

Our porcelain will not fade or change

colour if exposed to direct natural

sunlight. The glazes that are used

during the manufacturing process

strengthen the stone and permanently

lock the pigment into the stone.

HEAT RESISTANT 

Our porcelain slabs are fired in a kiln

at extremely high temperatures,

making them incredibly heat resistant.

Any heat near/on the slab will not

damage, crack, or discolour the slab -

making porcelain the perfect choice

for fireplace designs!

UNIQUE BENDING STRENGTH

Porcelain slabs carry a unique quality

that makes them possible to bend

with the correct tools and techniques.

This makes design possibilities truly

endless. 
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Countertops

Vanities

Shower walls and floors

Bathtub surrounds

Fireplace surrounds

Flooring

Stair treads

Wall cladding

Backsplashes

Tabletops

Custom Furniture

Cabinet cladding

Patios

Pool decks

Driveways

Walkways

Stairs

Facades

Roofing

Siding

Garden paths

Outdoor kitchens

Wall cladding

Fountains and water features

BBQ islands

Interior Applications:

Exterior Applications:

APPLICATIONS
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https://quartex.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Care-Maintenance.pdf


WARRANTY
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RESIDENTIAL APPLICATION 

COMMERCIAL APPLICATION 
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